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Abstract
The combination of Ta-N and Ti-N is expected to create a range of multi-functional materials because of the composition dependent resistivity and thermal coefficient of resistance for the applications in micro-electronics and thermal sensors industry. In this article, adding Ti into the Ta-N thin film has been investigated by various sputtering conditions to create the possibility with varied electrical property which can be good for resistor and sensor application. A series of Ta-N (0Ti%) and Ta-Ti-N thin films were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering. The microstructure, composition, morphology and electrical properties of the films were characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and four point probe method. The crystal structures of Ta, Ti and Ta-Ti alloys are based on bcc α-Ta and bcc β-Ti. XRD patterns showed Ta-N is quasi-amorphous structure with high N2 flow ratio of 20% while Ta-Ti-N is preferred to form polycrystalline phase. The resistivity of both kinds of thin films decreases with increasing temperatures for the nature of negative temperature coefficient of resistance (N-TCR). The magnitude of both resistivity and N-TCR increases with increasing N2 flow ratio. The wide range of resistivity and TCR can be used for applications in thermally based micro sensors (high TCR) and thin-film resistor (low TCR).
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Introduction
Copper has been extensively studied as a potential substitute for aluminum and aluminum alloy due to its lower bulk resistance and excellent electro-migration resistance. It is well known that copper is a faster diffuser in Si and SiO2, which makes diffusion barrier layer so important in Cu metallization [1-2]. The tantalum (Ta) and tantalum nitride (TaN) [3] barrier layers have been widely used as diffusion barriers and thin film resistors in the microelectronics industry due to their good diffusion barrier properties [1,4,5] and relatively stable electrical properties [6-8]. TiN have also received much attention as diffusion barrier [9-11] due to its mechanical stability [9,12] and low resistivity [10,11]. Furthermore, multi-component composite coatings, multi-layer coatings and super-lattice coatings have been introduced [6,13-16]. It shows the possibility of ternary material work for diffusion barrier. If the third element is also a transition metal, a solid solution with crystal structure and electronic properties similar to the original nitride may form. Compared to those of the constituting binary nitrides, solid solutions were found to possess better performance [17]. The multi-component alloy has already become one of the most attractive biomaterials. The other metallic biomaterials Ti-Ta alloys are expected to be promising biomaterials due to their superior comprehensive properties. But only few experimental investigations have been focus on Ta content on TiN as diffusion barrier layer. The metallurgical practices have proven that alloying can improve the mechanical properties over either of its constituent pure metals, but the large difference in the melting points (Ti: 1953 K, Ta: 3273 K) and the densities (Ti: 4.51 g/cm³, Ta: 16.6 g/cm³) of Ti and Ta in their pure state result in the difficulty of melting operation [18].

Tantalum nitride thin films are a promising material for a high accuracy embedded thin-film resistor (TFR) [21] in electronic and optical devices to make a light, thin, short and small product with small tolerance. A low or near-zero temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) is also required for the high reliability of TFR. Ta and Ta–N Ta/Ta–N have been developed for an embedded resistor with high accuracy [22]. Low resistivity and low temperature coefficient of resistance TCR, which guarantee low and constant electric resistance over a wide range of temperature, are required in microelectronics, especially in portable terminal or telecommunication devices, for the purpose of saving the consumption of batteries [23]. In the application of thermal resistive sensors [24], resolution is mainly dependent on...
on the sensing material’s TCR and resistivity, while accuracy depends on linearity of resistance variation with temperature. The high TCR is generally beneficial for the sensitivity of sensor.

In this work, thin films were deposited by direct current reactive magnetron co-sputtering as a deposition technique. It will overcome the mixing problem and give the possibility to control the property in simple way. The electrical resistivity and structure properties were investigated between Ti participation and different N₂ sputtering gas condition of thin films. The relationship between process, microstructure, resistivity and TCR of thin films was discussed and established.

**Experimental details**

Boron-doped p-Si (100) wafers of 4-10 Ω-cm were initially cleaned in a solution of H₂SO₄ and H₂O₂ (3:1). The wafers were placed into an oxidation furnace at 1000 °C in order to grow the thermal oxide layer as an insulator layer. The thin films were deposited by direct-current (DC) reactive sputtering with a pure tantalum target (99.99% purity) and pure titalum target (99.99% purity). The targets were cleaned by pre-sputtering process in Ar plasma. A shutter placed between the magnetron and the substrate holder allowed the machine controlled the sputtering time at 30 min and pre-clean target before the film deposition for 10 min. The DC power was fixed at 50 W . The nitrogen flow ratio (FN₂% = FN₂/ (FAr+FN₂) × 100%) controlled between 0% to 20% keeps total flow rate at 100 sccm by mass flow controller. The base pressure was controlled at 8×10⁻⁴ Pa and working pressure was 53.32 Pa. The substrate holder was rotated at 35 rpm (revolution per minute) to improve the deposition uniformity without any additional cooling or heating. The phases and microstructure of Ta-(Ti)-N films were characterized by grazing incidence X-ray Diffractometer (GIXRD, D/MAX2500, RIGAKU, Japan) with an incident angle of 2° using Cu Kα radiation (0.15418 nm). The morphology of thin films was examined by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, JSM-6700F, JEOL, Japan). The composition of Ta-N films was analyzed by energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS, INCA 400) attached to FESEM. The electric resistivity and TCR of Ta-(Ti)-N films were measured by four-point probe method with the Keithley 2400 current-voltage meters and heated by hotplate. The resistivity is measured at room temperature (25°C) while the TCR is obtained in a range of 30-100°C.

**Results and discussion**

Figure 1 shows the GIXRD patterns of the as-deposited Ta-N films at FN₂% = 0, 5, 10 and 20% without substrate heating or bias adding at the fixed 50 W Ta power. The possible crystalline of Ta and Ta-N compounds in JCPDS numbers are α-Ta (body-centered cubic, BCC, No. 04-0788) and TaN (face-centered cubic, FCC, No. 32-1283). The main diffraction planes from each phase are denoted by the black points for identifying the crystallization. Pure Ta deposited at 0 FN₂%, only polycrystalline α-Ta is detected with three distinct (110), (200) and (211) diffraction peaks at 2θ = 38.47°, 55.54° and 69.58°. The TaN films was observed with five sharp diffracted peaks from the (111), (200), (220), (311) and (220) planes at FN₂% = 5~10%. The N-rich TaN phase was found with a broad peaks from 28~38° at FN₂% = 20%. The symmetrical broad peak with a large FWHM implies nanocrystalline grains embedded in an amorphous matrix to form an amorphous-like microstructure. In the other hand, the several steep peaks with small FWHM indicate that the structure is polycrystalline. The relative high N₂ ratio reduces the reactive plasma energy which makes the recrystallization unable to work on the surface, and also causes the deposition rate drop from 6.3 nm to 4.4 nm per minute. With Ti element adding as a substitution solid solution the diffraction patterns is similar result to TaN. Ti structure is closed to Ta because their lattice number quit same (3.3065A and 3.3058A). Moreover, in JCPDS numbers β-Ti (body-centered cubic, BCC, No. 44-1288) and TiN (face-centered cubic, FCC, No. 38-1420) shows almost the same diffraction peaks position with tiny degree shifting. The SEM micrographs in Figure 2 show evolution of thin film.

![Figure 1: XRD pattern of Ta-N films at FN2% = 0, 5, 10 and 20%](image-url)
morphology. The Ta film shows smooth morphology and closer boundary arrangement (Figure 2(a)). With Ti adding and sputtering at FN$_2$% = 20%, some particles from precipitation are formed on the surface. It may be attributed that both Ta-N and Ti-N have some mismatch and increases surface energy to make incomplete solid solution.

The evolution of microstructure, phase and morphology can influence the electrical properties of Ta-(Ti)-N films as shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), respectively.

The electrical resistivity of Ta-N films increases with increasing FN$_2$%. The resistivity of polycrystalline film at FN$_2$% = 0–10% is around 186–4.9×10$^4$ μΩ cm while the nanocomposite amorphous films at 20% is high up to 3.9×10$^6$ μΩ cm. As above mention, the pure Ta film's shows polycrystalline α-Ta structure. In the previous research, α-Ta (body-center cubic) has low resistivity of 15–60 μΩ-cm and the β-phase Ta (metastable tetragonal) has higher resistivity of 150–210 μΩ-cm [25]. The oxygen trapped inside thin films and caused the interrupt of the electron path. This maybe the reason cause resistivity increases up to the range of β-Ta but still maintain α- Ta structure. The low resistivity of Ta-N films is primarily from more metallic bonding rather than the ionic/covalent bonding. Therefore, the majority of carriers in the conducting Ta-N films are electrons. The increase of electrical resistivity is attributed to the reduced mobility and density of electrons in different microstructures and compositions. The electron mobility is related to the electronic scattering and tunneling at grain boundary (GB), grain size (D), inner-crystalline mean free path (L) as well as GB tunneling probability (G) of electrons. According to the grain boundary scattering model [26,27] (valid in the limit of L/D>1), especially for a nanocomposite amorphous material with tiny D which is significantly smaller than L the dc electrical resistivity (ρ) can be expressed by the equation $\rho = K/(L G^{2/3})$, where K is
material-dependent constant related to the effective mass, Fermi velocity and density of carriers. The \( L_{G}^{1/D} \) can be represented by an effective mean free path \( (L_{G}) \). \( L_{G}^{1/D} \) to describe the electron scattering including the grain-size effect. The structure transform for Ta-N with FN\(N_{2} \)% = 20% leads to the \( L_{G} \) reduction and resistivity dramatic increase. On the contrast, the Ta-Ti-N shows the steady increase resistivity due to the increase of ionic-covalent bonding.

The other important property is temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR). The resistivity decreases with increasing temperature, which is the characteristic of negative TCR. TCR (ppm/°C) is defined as

\[
TCR (\text{ppm/°C}) = \frac{10^6}{\rho_1( T_2 - T_1)} \frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho_1 (T_2 - T_1)}
\]

\( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \) are the resistivity at temperatures \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), TCR has been determined for the temperature range from 30 °C to 100 °C where the result varied linearly with FN\(N_{2} \)%.

Most pure metals have positive TCRs of several thousand ppm/°C. Negative TCRs occur in several amorphous alloys, semiconductor materials and metastable crystalline states. Higher temperature with larger tunneling probability results in lower resistivity for negative temperature coefficient of resistance which is a non-metallic behavior and found in other sputtered transition metal nitrides.

ppm/°C The highest resistivity (3.9×10^6 \( \mu \Omega \) cm) and negative TCR (-1.4×10^4 ppm/°C) are obtained at TaN thin film FN\(N_{2} \)% = 20%. But the nonlinear properties may not good for electrical application. From Figure 4(b), the TCR for Ta-Ti-N shows linear decrease to -3.1×10^4 ppm/°C with increasing FN\(N_{2} \)%.

TaN film shows a high resistivity and huge N-TCR change but nonlinear property may not good for application. The addition of Ti maintains the crystal structure. This make the thin films electrical property can simply controlled by FN\(N_{2} \)% Figure 4(b) shows the stable decrease TCR from -39 to -3.1×10^4 ppm/°C for Ta-Ti-N. This means only the FN\(N_{2} \)% involve the change of TCR.

In the other word, the Ta-Ti-N films can precisely control the TCR because the poly-crystal structure is stable. The results showed that Ta-Ti-N film at high FN\(N_{2} \)% possessed a high resistivity and high negative coefficient of resistance (N-TCR), which may be recognized as the best properties for application in thermally based micro sensors. Ta-Ti films which can precisely control the electrical property may be suitable for thin-film resistor.

**Conclusion**

The effect of Ti addition on microstructure and electrical properties of Ta-(Ti)-N films have been studied. Experiment result shows possibility to form alloy nitride even the large difference in the melting points and the densities. The resistivity and TCR of Ta-(Ti)-N films are related to the evolution of microstructure, phase and composition at various FN\(N_{2} \)%.

The Ta and Ti ratio decreases with increasing FN\(N_{2} \)% while the N\(N_{2} \) ratio increases inversely. Accordingly, both resistivity and TCR increase with increasing FN\(N_{2} \). The increase of nitrogen contents leads to the increasing of ionic-covalent bond (Ta-N and Ti-N).

The reduced free electron density and mobility increase resistivity. Totally, the higher the resistivity goes with the larger gradient of TCR because the iono-covalent bond increasing. The great increase of TCR in Ta-N films at high FN\(N_{2} \)% was attributed to the quasi-amorphous microstructure. The adding of Ti maintains the polycrystalline structure. Without the amorphous structure effect, the Ta-(Ti)-N thin films electrical property keeps in stable change with FN\(N_{2} \). Ta-Ti-N film deposited at various FN\(N_{2} \)% shows the relative low resistivity form 176~6.0×10^3 \( \mu \Omega \) cm and negative TCR from -39 to -3.1×10^4 ppm/°C.

In addition, Ta-Ti-N film at high FN\(N_{2} \)% possessed a high resistivity and high negative coefficient of resistance (N-TCR), which may be recognized as the best properties for application in thermally based micro sensors. Ta-Ti films which can precisely control the electrical property may be suitable for thin-film resistor.
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